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The Ultimate Guide to Repricing on Amazon

From what the Buy Box is to how to win it, this guide covers
 everything you need to know about repricing on Amazon. 

 

Informed.co is a competitive repricing platform that 
helps online businesses drive profits using smart algorithms 

and actionable insights.  Try it free for 14 days. 

Helpful links:

Website
Our Product 

© 2018 Informed.co

We’re not going to make you read ten pages of copyright info- 
we just ask that you don’t share any parts of this guide without 

giving us appropriate credit.

Got questions? Send us a message at success@informed.co

https://www.informed.co
https://www.informed.co/features?utm_source=eBook&utm_medium=cta&utm_campaign=resources
https://www.informed.co/?utm_source=eBook&utm_medium=cta&utm_campaign=resources
https://www.informed.co/features?utm_source=eBook&utm_medium=cta&utm_campaign=resources
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Amazon Repricing
and the Buy Box

We begin with an introduction to repricing on Amazon and the two main 

ways it can be accomplished: manually and with automation. You’ll learn 

about the importance of competitive pricing, how repricing fits into online 

selling, and how Amazon’s Buy Box factors into the repricing equation. 

If you’re already familiar with the basics and want to jump right into the 

most effective strategies, simply skip ahead to Chapter 3. Otherwise, your 

journey towards being an Informed seller starts by building the foundation 

we’ve laid out in the pages ahead.

CHAPTER 1
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Admit it: Even as an online seller, you still get a thrill out of finding a better 
deal when you’re on the other side of the sale.

Whether you discover an amazing offer organically or from a helpful 
price-comparison app, the feeling that’s associated with scoring a product 
at a lower price than it was selling for elsewhere is pretty powerful.

Between the Great Recession that hit in 2008 and constant improvements 
in information technology, our society has become more price-conscious 
than ever before. Consumers love seeking out superior deals, and today’s 
purchases are typically motivated by factors like low prices, promotions, 
and sales.

Add to that the ease at which consumers can compare prices across 
retailers, and sellers are left with quite a dilemma: Either spend serious 
time and energy continually optimizing prices or get left in the dust.

The goal of every seller should be to provide excellent value to potential 
buyers without hurting profit margins. It may sound tough, but sellers 
who can find the best balance between these opposing forces will find the 
clearest path to success.

That’s where repricing comes in.

The importance of 
offering competitive prices 
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In the following pages, you’ll discover the difference between manual and 
automated repricing, as well as how an automated repricer can save you 
time by eliminating a tedious (but vital) task from your to-do list, while 
simultaneously driving more sales at better profit margins than you could 
possibly do without it.

Simply put, repricing is the act of changing the prices of the products you 
sell to give you a competitive edge over your competition. But it’s not just 
random price changes. 

Repricing is done strategically and continually with the purpose of attract-
ing more potential buyers and making more sales at optimized margins. 

Products’ prices typically move up and down because of a change in the 
following factors: 

• Product cost

• Shipping cost

• Supply and demand

• Perceived value

But the biggest reason for Amazon repricing today is the abundance of 
competition. 

What is repricing?



How competition affects repricing on Amazon

The repricing phenomenon began years ago when retailers like Toys ‘R’ 
Us, Best Buy, and Walmart began a policy of price matching their 
competitors during the holidays. What started as an initiative to boost 
holiday sales quickly evolved into a yearlong practice, with multitudes of 
major retailers adopting the trend.

When you shift the focus to today’s world of online retail, repricing 
becomes a whole new ballgame. 

On online marketplaces as massive as Amazon, 
Walmart Marketplace, and eBay, there are almost always 

multiple sellers listing the same products. 

 
In order to stand out from nearly identical competitors, sellers must strive 
to offer products at the most competitive prices at any given time. The 
only way to do this is to stay on top of your competitors’ prices and then 
respond accordingly when you set your own prices.

Classic 52” Umbrella
IN STOCK

Seller 1
PRICE: $22.25

Seller 2
PRICE: $23.75

Informed.co seller
PRICE: $21.50

BEST PRICE

https://blog.informed.co/price-matching-strategy-amazon
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That, simply put, is repricing.

Of course, there’s a lot more nuance to repricing, such as the difference 
between manual and automated repricing, the strategies available for 
different situations, and the way Amazon’s Buy Box comes into play.

Why repricing matters

As consumer technology continues to improve, the masses are becoming 
savvier shoppers. Today’s consumers can easily compare prices across 
multiple retailers using apps and websites specifically geared toward 
helping them find the best value. And, when comparing two sellers
offering the same item, the deciding factor for the majority of online
shoppers will be price. 

In fact, 41% of consumers admit to just enjoying the thrill of finding the 
best deal, according to Retail Systems Research.

The enormous scale of the Amazon marketplace makes repricing even 
more important for Amazon third-party sellers. But it’s not just because
of Amazon’s size.

Repricing on Amazon is crucial because of something called the “Buy Box.” 

http://www.retailtouchpoints.com/features/special-reports/data-driven-personalization-drives-advanced-pricing-strategies


A crash course
on Amazon’s Buy Box

If you’re not familiar, the Buy Box 
on Amazon refers to the white box 
in the upper-right corner where po-
tential buyers find the “Add to Cart” 
button that moves them forward in 
the purchase process.

Not all buyers understand that the Buy Box is linked to one specific seller 
of a product and that, typically, many other merchants are also 
selling the same product — potentially at a slightly lower price.

But to find those other sellers, a consumer would have to click in the 
“More Buying Choices” box below the Buy Box to get to a new page, 
adding an extra step that few shoppers even know exists as an option.

When sellers find themselves in the Buy Box, it’s known as “winning the
Buy Box” because it’s a really big deal.

Why?

Because it’s estimated that between 80 and 90 percent of sales on 
Amazon are made through the Buy Box.

Buy new:

Qty:    1

$39.00

Add to Cart

http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052702304441404577482902055882264
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You’re not reading that wrong. 

That makes winning the Buy Box by far the most important thing an
Amazon seller can do to influence sales growth.

How sellers win the Buy Box on Amazon

Amazon itself decides which third-party sellers win the Buy Box for any 
given product. And, not all third-party sellers are eligible to win the 
Buy Box. 
 
ACCORDING TO AMAZON:

 

Buy Box eligible sellers are Professional sellers who have 

met performance-based requirements. There is no 

additional fee for being Buy Box eligible, and sellers  

must maintain their performance levels in order 

to retain the status of Buy Box eligible.  

Sellers with Buy Box eligible seller status gain placement 

advantages for their listings on Amazon.com.

 
 
To determine Buy Box winners, Amazon uses a complex algorithm that 
takes numerous factors into account. 

“

https://blog.informed.co/how-to-get-amazon-buy-box-eligible-status
https://blog.informed.co/how-to-get-amazon-buy-box-eligible-status


Each factor is given a different weight in the algorithm, with “landed 
price,” a.k.a. sales price + shipping price, being one of the most heavily 
weighted factors. 

Walmart Marketplace has since adopted its own version of the Buy Box that currently 
relies on a less complex algorithm. We discuss that in this informative blog article.

Here are the Buy Box eligible status qualifications that Amazon lists 
on its website:

Order defect rate

Amazon determines ODR based on your customer feedback, 

A-to-z guarantee claims, and chargebacks.

Amazon expertise

When determining your Buy Box eligibility, your time and experience as a 

seller will be factored in. Also, Amazon will look to see if you’ve obtained 

Professional Seller status.

Overall customer shopping experience

Before putting you in the Buy Box, Amazon will use metrics such as 

shipping time, fulfillment method, price, and customer service to 

make sure that shoppers will have a pleasurable buying experience 

when ordering your items.

It’s very important to note that your Buy Box eligibility is subject to change 
over time if you fail to maintain your seller performance metrics against 
Amazon’s Buy Box eligibility criteria.

https://blog.informed.co/sell-on-walmart-marketplace
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Also, Buy Box eligible status differs from category to category, with some 
categories having tougher requirements. Therefore, you shouldn’t expect 
to be Buy Box eligible in every category just because you get approval for 
certain ones.

Amazon’s Buy Box algorithm isn’t public, but research has determined the 
metrics that sellers should focus on if they want a better shot at winning 
the marketplace’s most prized real estate. 

The  most important  factors in the Buy Box algorithm are:

• Fulfillment type

• Landed price

• Shipping time

• Handling days

• Seller rating

• Length of time selling on Amazon

 Second-tier factors  that affect winning the Buy Box 
to a lesser extent are:

• On-time delivery

• Late shipment rate

• Customer response time

• Tracked delivery rate

• Feedback score

• Order defect rate



And lastly, the following four metrics have the  least impact 
on a seller’s chances of winning the Buy Box, but they still 
affect your chances slightly:

• Refund rate

• Pre-fulfillment cancellation rate

• Inventory depth

• Feedback count

Sellers whose metrics are high in all of the above categories, with extra 
attention paid to the top four, will find their listings win the Buy Box more 
often.

Of course, how high you rank for any Amazon metric is only as important 
as how high your competitors’ metrics are for each product you list. 

FOR EXAMPLE: 

If you have a 98% seller rating, you’ll be able to use that to your 

advantage… until you come up against a competitor with a 99% 

or 100% seller rating. If you want to win the Buy Box against 

those particular competitors, you’ll have to make up for your 

inferior seller rating by having better metrics in other important 

categories, such as shipping time, fulfillment method, and, of 

course, price. Otherwise, you probably won’t be able to win the 

Buy Box on that listing.

https://blog.informed.co/how-to-win-the-buy-box-on-amazon
https://blog.informed.co/how-to-win-the-buy-box-on-amazon
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Pay attention to who you’re competing against with your top listings so 
you get an idea of your likelihood of winning the Buy Box for each product 
you sell.

If it seems like your competitors on certain listings have far superior seller 
metrics, consider investing in different products where your competition 
doesn’t have as strong metrics so you’ll be in better position to win the 
Buy Box. 

After all, the products you choose to list should be based on how likely you 
are to sell them profitably. And even if demand is high for the products in 
question, you may not be able to hit your sales targets if your competition 
on those products is out of your league when it comes to Amazon metrics.



Winning the Buy Box on Amazon is all about nuance, as each listing is 
made up of its own unique competitive environment comprised of sellers 
with different metrics. 

Below are some more facts about the Amazon Buy Box to help you 
understand what you’re up against on each of your listings.

Amazon gives Buy Box preference to sellers who use the 
“Fulfilled By Amazon” (FBA) fulfillment service.

That’s because Amazon’s highly trained staff is tasked with picking,
packing, and shipping FBA products on behalf of third-party sellers.
Because Amazon wants more sellers to opt in to FBA (and pay them the 
fees associated with the service), Amazon incentivizes sellers to use
FBA by making it easier for FBA sellers to win the Buy Box.

The alternative is for sellers to fulfill orders themselves, which, in
Amazon-speak, is known as being part of the “Merchant Fulfilled Network” 
(MFN). In these instances, your listings are also considered to be 
“Fulfilled By Merchant” (FBM). 

Don’t be surprised if you see people using MFN and FBM interchangeably, as the two 

acronyms represent the same exact thing.

A deeper dive into the
Amazon Buy Box
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On top of Amazon wanting more sellers to pay FBA fees, Amazon believes 
that having their own skilled staff handle fulfillment duties is the most 
reliable option from a customer’s perspective. As a result, FBA listings 
have an easier time winning the Buy Box compared to MFN listings with 
all other seller metrics being equal..

If you don’t already rely on FBA to streamline your operations,
perhaps it’s time you revisited that decision.

...
Also note that many Amazon sellers split their listings up
between FBA and MFN based on which fulfillment method

makes the most sense for specific products.  

Typically, products that are lightweight and have high sales velocity are 
a better fit for FBA. Think about it: who wants to handle picking, packing, 
and shipping small products in bulk? 

On the flipside, heavy, large, expensive, and fragile items deserve to be 
considered for MFN fulfillment (but only if you have the capabilities, like 
your own warehouse or staff that could handle the labor), since sellers 
can have more control over their inventory when picking, packing, and 
shipping products themselves. 

Even though Amazon prides itself on the professionalism of its FBA 
fulfillment center staff, FBA sellers should exert the utmost care and 
control over breakable and high-ticket items to ensure they make it to 
customers as intended. That’s why it may be wise to convert some of your 
fragile and expensive FBA listings to MFN fulfillment if it’s within your 
capabilities and you believe it will minimize your risk.

https://blog.informed.co/fulfilled-by-amazon-fba-vs-merchant-fulfilled-network-mfn-benefits-and-drawbacks


Highly qualified sellers can also gain Buy Box preference 
and Prime 2-Day Shipping eligibility on MFN listings via 
Amazon’s Seller Fulfilled Prime (SFP) program.

Amazon Seller Fulfilled Prime (SFP) is a relatively new program that 
allows sellers who fulfill their own orders to offer Prime 2-Day Shipping 
if they maintain incredibly high metrics. To get into the Seller Fulfilled Prime 
program, sellers must first register here to begin the SFP trial period 
which serves as a test for entry. 

According to Amazon, during the SFP trial period, sellers must 

meet the following performance requirements on a minimum of 

50 Prime trial orders: 

• An On-Time Shipment Rate of at least 99% for Prime trial orders. 

Regardless of the shipping speed selected by the customer, 

Prime trial orders must be shipped on the same day the order is 

received, as long as the customer places the order before the 

seller’s cutoff time.

• Use of Buy Shipping Services for at least 95% of Prime trial orders.

• A Cancellation Rate of no more than 1% of Prime trial orders.

If you pass the SFP trial, you’ll be admitted to the program, and you’ll then 
have to maintain the requirements set during trial to stay eligible over time.

We recommend that MFN sellers aim for the Seller Fulfilled Prime program 
if they’re certain they don’t want to use FBA because it will help them win 
the Buy Box more often.

https://blog.informed.co/amazon-seller-fulfilled-prime
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/seller-fulfilled-prime/register/welcome
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Amazon rotates Buy Box ownership

between a group of the best sellers of each item. 

That means sellers share the Buy Box, and it’s virtually impossible to be 
the sole Buy Box winner for a product, although there are exceptions
to that (which we’ll get to later).

Understanding that you’ll likely never have 100% ownership of the
Buy Box will help put your Buy Box ownership percentage into better
perspective once you begin tracking it.

Sellers don’t need to offer the lowest price to win the Buy Box. 

That’s right: you don’t need to sacrifice profits just to win the Buy Box.

Research suggests that you can routinely win the Buy Box on most listings 
by pricing 3 to 7 percent above or below the current Buy Box price. We’ve 
even identified outliers where sellers win the Buy Box on listings while 
pricing over 30% higher than the lowest-priced seller. (We’ll get into how 
you can win the Buy Box at a higher price later.)

But how is it possible to keep track of the current Buy Box prices of every 
single ASIN you sell? 

There are two ways: manual repricing and automated repricing.



Call manual repricing the “old-fashioned way” of managing your prices on 
Amazon. That’s because you literally have to slog through approximately 
eight steps per ASIN if you plan on manually repricing through your
Amazon account.  

Not many sellers are fans of manual repricing because:
• It involves tedious data entry

• Calculations are required to determine 

the minimum and maximum acceptable price points

• Human error in data entry and calculations 

can seriously screw up profit margins

If you have only a handful of ASINs, you might be able to get away with 
manual repricing — at least for a little while. That is, until you realize that 
your competitors are changing their prices even faster than you are —  
with the help of software that works for them 24/7. 

Once you discover this (the hard way, typically), you start to see that your 
manual repricing efforts will inevitably become a never-ending process 
that offers little in the form of positive ROI. 

The alternative to time-consuming manual repricing is automated repricing, 
made possible by automation software available to Amazon sellers.

Manual repricing
vs. automated repricing

http://blog.informed.co/automated-versus-manual-repricing
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A high-quality automated repricer will:
• Monitor the Amazon Marketplace for you

• Keep track of your competitors’ prices for any listings you choose 

(or even all of your listings)

• Automatically adjust the prices of your listings in response to price 

changes your competitors make 

• Allow private label sellers, white label sellers, and other sellers with 

no competition to reprice based on their target sales velocity instead 

of based on competitors’ prices. 

Clearly, automated repricing can take a major burden off of sellers when 
it’s used correctly. But how exactly does an automated repricer do it?
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The Case
for Automated Repricing

CHAPTER 2

Now that you know there’s a better way to handle repricing than by doing 

it manually, it’s time to talk about the alternative. This chapter will explore 

automated repricing in detail so you understand how it works, why it makes 

sense to use it, and what you can focus on to build your business once you 

free up time with automation.

Grocery & Gourmet Food › Beverages › Coffee, Tea & Cocoa › Coffee › Roasted Coffee Beans

Price: $24.99

Ground

Size: 12 oz.

Stumptown Coffee Roasters

18 customer reviews | 4 answered questions
Stumptown Coffee – House Blend

Blend: House Blend

Whole Bean

Grocery & Gourmet Food

Deliver to: 
New York, NY 10001 Browsing History Today’s Deals Gift Cards Registry Sell Treasure Track

Hello
Accounts & Lists Orders Prime Cart

Grocery     Deals     Snacks      Breakfast      Warm Beverages     Cold Beverages     Cooking Staples      Baby Food      Candy & Chocolate      Prime Pantry      Subscribe & Save     International Foods

0

Buy new:

Qty:    1

$24.99

Add to Cart

Using an automated repricer keeps your prices competitive so you can win more Buy Boxes. 

Grocery & Gourmet Food › Beverages › Coffee, Tea & Cocoa › Coffee › Roasted Coffee Beans

Price: $24.99

Ground

Size: 12 oz.

Stumptown Coffee Roasters

18 customer reviews | 4 answered questions
Stumptown Coffee – House Blend

Blend: House Blend

Whole Bean

Grocery & Gourmet Food

Deliver to: 
New York, NY 10001 Browsing History Today’s Deals Gift Cards Registry Sell Treasure Track

Hello
Accounts & Lists Orders Prime Cart

Grocery     Deals     Snacks      Breakfast      Warm Beverages     Cold Beverages     Cooking Staples      Baby Food      Candy & Chocolate      Prime Pantry      Subscribe & Save     International Foods

0

Buy new:

Qty:    1

$24.99

Add to Cart
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How automated repricing works

We don’t want to get too technical with how automated repricers work,
but it’s important that you understand the basics.

When you first start using a repricer, you’ll input your Amazon Seller ID to 
allow the software to retrieve all of your account and listing data directly 
from Amazon. Next, the software will sync with your products using the 
API tool that Amazon released in 2013 after recognizing the vitality of 
the automated repricing industry. 

One of the best parts about automated repricers is that

Amazon’s Subscriptions API notifies them almost instantly

whenever a competitor makes a price change.

Best-in-class automated repricers sync up to the Subscriptions API and 
receive notifications directly from Amazon “whenever there is a price 
change for any of the lowest 20 offers (calculated as price plus shipping) 
for a specific product and condition (new or used),” according to Andy 
Geldman of Web Retailer.

Put another way, the Subscriptions API informs your repricer of the price 
changes of the top 20 competing offers on the same ASIN (based on 
landed price and a slew of other metrics that Amazon keeps track of) 
to determine your competition. 

https://blog.informed.co/how-amazon-repricing-works-at-a-glance
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2016/03/amazon-repricer/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2016/03/amazon-repricer/


Exclusion settings:

Please select…

Fulfillment type (FBA or MFN/FBM)
Seller Rating
Number of handling days
Backordered item status
Specific sellers

These notifications, in turn, automatically trigger your repricer to change 
your price for the same product listing in accordance with the strategy 
you’ve chosen.

A sophisticated repricer will allow you to narrow down the

competitors you wish to reprice against with “exclusion settings” 

based on a number of criteria related to seller performance,

such as:

• Fulfillment type (FBA or MFN/FBM)

• Seller rating

• Number of handling days

• Backordered item status

• Specific sellers

Since you likely don’t want to compete against every other seller offering 
the same products as you, these exclusion settings are vital to understand 
when setting up your repricing software.  

We’ll discuss exclusion settings in more detail later.

 

On top of detailed exclusion settings, a powerful repricer will have an array of 
strategies to choose from when it comes to how you reprice your products.
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Depending on the listing or situation, sellers may decide to price above, 
price match, or price below competitors’ prices by a fixed monetary 
amount or percentage. There are different reasons for each of these
strategies, which we’ll go into more detail about later, too.

Of course, a great repricer will also allow you to set different strategies
and competitor exclusion settings for each individual product listing.

This functionality lets you dictate exactly how you’d like to compete and 
who you want to compete against, which is especially handy during peak 
selling seasons and if you sell in multiple categories that call for different 
approaches.

Competitor’s Price

$54.99 $56.99$52.99

PRICE MATCH PRICE ABOVEPRICE BELOW



The world is shifting more toward automation every day, and soon enough, 
you’ll find it everywhere. That’s why it’s vital for Amazon sellers to start 
using this technology for managing their prices as soon as possible,  
otherwise they’ll be at a major disadvantage when automated repricers 
become commonplace in every seller’s toolkit.

We’ve already discussed a few reasons why manual repricing
is a rigged game: 

• It’s tedious, time-consuming work

• It’s easy to make mistakes that can cost you profits

• And it’s impossible to keep up with all your competitors’ 

constant price changes

But there are even more reasons why using automation to strategically 
handle your prices makes sense.

Automated repricers remove negative emotions from pricing.

Competition naturally brings out emotions in humans. It’s just how we’re 
wired.  Unfortunately, emotion-based decisions are often tied to poor
judgment, and in business, that can lead to lost sales and diminished
profits. But automation can help.

Why automated repricing
makes sense

https://blog.informed.co/repricer-benefits
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Once you set up your repricer initially and turn it on, 

you get to decide how often you want to check up on it 

as it automatically manages your price changes.

Since the whole point of automation is to eliminate the need for constant, 
hands-on work and free up time to do more of what you want (be it 
building your business with high-ROI activities that can’t be automated 
or adding more leisure to your life), you may decide you only want to look 
at it once a week, bi-weekly, or monthly.

We recommend checking in more often on your repricer at first so you  
can experiment with different strategies and settings. That way, you can 
test several different strategies and figure out which ones make the most 
sense for your listings. 

You can also discover the most effective repricing strategies based on 
your personal business strategy and goals for different types of listings 
by tinkering around with your settings the first few weeks (or months, 
depending on how long you want to test different strategies) after you 
begin repricing.

After you get comfortable with your repricing strategies, you can leave your 
repricer alone for a period of time to work its magic by adjusting your 
prices within your optimized price range, and then check up on it periodi-
cally to analyze which strategies are performing best for each listing (or set 
of listings). 

https://blog.informed.co/8-repricing-strategies-for-amazon-sellers


Based on the data you gather with your repricer, you can then decide 
whether you want to tweak certain strategies, leave some the same, or  
create new ones based on your learnings or new situations that arise.
This practice of limiting the time you spend within your repricer will keep 
you from devoting time and energy to manually repricing against pesky 
competitors whose frequent price drops can get under your skin.

After all, when competitors start underpricing you and beating you to sales, 
there’s a chance you’ll react emotionally and lower your prices more than 
you’d normally feel comfortable doing. 

Spiteful sellers who rely on manual repricing are prone to making rash
decisions because they start to take pricing personally. Automated
repricers help you eliminate these negative emotions from the equation, 
helping you avoid pricing your products too low for your own good.
 

Automated repricing is more efficient

and effective than manual repricing. 

Set Strategy

Adjust
Repricing Rules

Run
Automation

Evaluate
Results
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Whether you’re good at math or not, you probably won’t be able to keep up 
with the speed of repricing software — even if you’ve got an Einstein-level 
IQ. And there’s absolutely no shame in that.

Think about it: Would you even want to be sitting at your desk crunching 
numbers and going back and forth between Seller Central and your
competitors’ listings for hours on end? That’s not a very glamorous life.

Automated repricers perform price changes several times an hour,
every hour of the day. So they work even while you’re sleeping. 

The cost of hiring an assistant or a team of people to perform this work 
manually would cost you a fortune, and it would never be quite as effective 
as using an intelligent automated repricing platform. And the opportunity 

Selected strategy:

Get the Buy Box
$12

12am 6am3am

$16

$14CamelBak Water Bottle
ASIN B006ZT8YFI
Listing type Amazon FBA

Your only competitor ran out of 
inventory, allowing your prices to 
steadily rise overnight. 



cost of doing the work yourself manually is that you’d lose hours of your life 
that could be otherwise spent on higher-ROI tasks or enjoying time with 
your loved ones. Which brings us to...

Automation lets you focus on

high-ROI tasks that you can’t automate.

Instead of dealing with tedious tasks like manual repricing, humans are 
best left to handle business tasks that automation is still incapable of 
doing, such as adding personal elements to their Amazon businesses 
like handwritten thank-you notes (in the case of MFN sellers). 

While it’s tough to find ways to stand out in the massive sea of Amazon 
sellers, you’ll be able to think more about how you can differentiate 
yourself from the competition when you use automation to free up time 
from having to manually reprice. 

AND, THINK FOR A SECOND ABOUT THIS FACT OF LIFE:

 
You definitely can’t buy time with money.

But you sure can buy time when you use automation.

“
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Perhaps more vital than gaining time to add a human element to your
Amazon store is having more time to focus on product research, smart 
sourcing, and listing optimization with Amazon SEO best practices. 

Outsourcing repricing to automation software can also open up time
so you can:

• Develop better relationships with superior manufacturers, 

wholesalers, and distributors

• Research products that are trending in the categories 

in which you sell

• Craft a product bundling strategy to boost your chances 

of Buy Box ownership

For now, the above key growth tactics can’t be automated, which means 
that if you want to use them to scale your business, you’ll have to make 
time to do them yourself. The sellers who can afford to spend time 
focusing on any (or all) of the above strategies will be the ones who  
sustain their Amazon stores for years to come.
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Setting up your Amazon
repricer and repricing strategies

CHAPTER 3

In this chapter, we’ll show you how to set up min and max prices, discuss 

how to use competition settings to your advantage, and detail how each 

repricing strategy fits into the many situations you’ll find yourself in as an 

Amazon seller.

In order to get the most out of automated repricing, it’s crucial to nail the setup process. 

search your listings

Create Strategy

Create Strategy

Compete with 
Featured 

Merchants

Compete against 
the lowest-priced 

offer from a 
Featured Merchant 

(Amazon) or Top 
Rated Seller (eBay).

Compete with 
Lowest Price

Compete against 
the lowest-priced 
offer, regardless of 

fulfillment type.

Build Your Own

Create your own 
strategy and specify 

who you'd like to 
compete against, 

how you want to be 
repriced, and more.

Amazon Only

Sales Velocity

Specify a target 
sales velocity on 
your listings to 

choose how quickly 
you would like to 

sell.

Get the Buy Box

Compete 
exclusively with the 
Buy Box offer while 
ignoring all other 

sellers.



Strategy Name
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To get the most out of automated repricing, it’s important to nail the  
setup process. It doesn’t take much time and it’s not difficult to do, but 
some sellers avoid automation software simply because they’re afraid  
to tackle these initial steps.

Fortunately, we’re here to demystify the process of setting up your repricer 
so you know exactly what to do and you don’t waste any time. 

Here are the steps for setting up your repricer with Informed. We keep it 
quick and easy to do on your own, but offer hands-on support during every 
step of the journey — just in case.

1. Add your marketplace

The first step is super easy: Just add the Amazon Marketplace you sell in, 

such as Amazon US, Amazon UK, or Amazon CA.  

(Informed is compatible with 11 Amazon Marketplaces.)

2. Create a strategy

Your next step is to create a strategy. With Informed, you have three main 

repricing strategy types to choose from:

Pre-configured strategies
Custom strategies

Algorithmic strategies

Automated repricing basics



Pre-configured strategies 

These were developed by our expert team of software engineers together 

with veteran Amazon sellers to be simple and effective in achieving your 

sales and profitability goals. And, their names are self-explanatory.

Simply choose whether you want to Compete with Featured Merchants or 

Compete with the Lowest Price. 

Featured Merchants, also known as Buy Box Eligible sellers, are merchants 

on a Professional selling plan who have qualified for Buy Box eligibility by 

having a sufficient order volume (which differs by category) and maintain-

ing outstanding Order Defect Rates, Cancellation Rates, and Late Shipment 

Rates.

Custom strategies 

These are perfect if you prefer to be more hands-on in the repricing process. 

You can easily set up your own custom strategies using a variety of built-in 

competition settings that let you narrow down how you reprice and who you 

reprice against at an incredibly detailed level.

Algorithmic strategies

These strategy settings are ideal if you want powerful results with minimal 

effort. Simply choose one of our algorithmic repricing options (“Get the 

Buy Box” or our Sales Velocity Algorithm) and let Informed’s intelligent 

algorithms do all the strategizing for you.

Get the Buy Box is perfect for sellers who want Buy Box exposure, as it 

https://www.informed.co/private-label-repricing
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aggressively reprices your listings into the Buy Box while maintaining the 

highest possible profit margins for any ASIN at any given moment. 

Our Sales Velocity Algorithm is built for situations when you have no  

competition on a listing, making it the perfect strategy for private label and 

white label sellers, sellers looking to clear a set number of products from 

inventory before a fee or product removal deadline, and sellers looking to 

test what the market would pay for a new product. It behaves by strategically 

changing your price to help you hit a desired target sales velocity.

Using machine learning technology and data from your previous sales 

history, these algorithms get stronger the more you use them. 

3. Set min and max prices and competition settings

Once you decide on a strategy type, it’s time for you to choose your 

competition settings. This is where you decide which competitors to 

reprice against based on the numerous Amazon seller metrics we touched 

on earlier:

• Fulfillment type (FBA or MFN/FBM)

• Seller rating

• Number of handling days

• Backordered item status 

• Specific sellers

What’s great about Informed’s repricer is that within one strategy, you 

can set it up where you’ll reprice differently against FBA sellers than you 

do against MFN sellers. For example, you can decide that you want to 

Exclusion settings

Fulfillment type (FBA or MFN/FBM)

Seller rating

Number of handling days

Backordered item status

Specific sellers





price above competition when you’re dealing with MFN sellers and you’re 

FBA, and you want to price-match when your competition is another FBA 

seller.

After you have competition settings in place, the final piece of the 

puzzle is set up minimum and maximum price points (or min prices and 

max prices for short) for your listings to establish the upper and lower 

boundaries when pricing each of your products. 

Once your competition settings and min/max prices are in place, then 

you’re ready to start repricing. We’ll talk more about all the aspects of 

setting up your automated repricer in the next chapter, but for now, the 

most important takeaway is this:

 

The small amount of time and focus you devote to

optimizing your repricer when you first start using it will

pay you back exponentially with more free time

(and more sales) in the future.
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Choosing competition settings
within your repricing tool

Competition settings, also called exclusion settings, are the conditions you 
set to determine how your repricer behaves in different situations. 

Put another way, they allow you to narrow down which competitors you
reprice against based on the variety of factors we mentioned on the
previous page.

Your exclusion settings are crucial to understand,

as they tell your repricer which competitors to ignore

when determining how to make price adjustments. 

For example, you might want your repricer to ignore MFN sellers entirely 
within the competitive landscape on certain listings if you’re an FBA seller 
with solid seller metrics. 

By choosing to ignore MFN sellers as part of your repricing strategy, your 
repricer will only monitor other FBA sellers on listings using that strategy. 
And, to take the example further, you could refine that strategy by also 
choosing to ignore competitors with a seller rating below 95% and those 
with backordered status, so your repricer focuses only this specific subset 
of serious FBA competitors.



You can also decide whether to compete against Amazon’s own listings or 
to avoid the behemoth altogether.

You may want to exclude specific sellers who you find to have notoriously 
erratic pricing. Or, if you have partners or friends on Amazon who are 
selling the same items, you may decide to exclude them from who you’re 
competing against on price. 

It’s important to understand how you measure up against your competition 
in each product category and for each listing when considering the types of 
competitors to exclude from who you reprice against. 

After all, when you offer non-price advantages to consumers (like faster 
shipping time or a higher seller rating), there’s no reason to sell yourself 
short by price-matching or pricing below inferior competitors.

IMAGINE THIS SCENARIO: 

You offer a popular product that’s Fulfilled by Amazon (FBA) with free 
Prime 2-day shipping and backed up by a sky-high seller rating that 
creates incredible consumer confidence. 

You have a competitor listing the same product, but priced 15%
lower. However, they’re offering a 14-day shipping time (including an 
outlandish 7 days for handling time) and their seller rating is so low 
you feel embarrassed for them. 
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In this situation, there’s no reason to price your products as low as this
particular competitor. In fact, you’re better off pretending they don’t even 
exist, since their non-price selling points render their listing inferior to 
yours. 
 
That’s where exclusion/competition settings come in very handy. They
allow you to ignore entire groups of sellers based on a wide variety of seller 
metrics, and you have the power to adjust these settings for each listing
(if you want to) based on your own Amazon standing relative to your
competitors for each listing.

It’s also highly likely that Amazon uses category-specific Buy Box
algorithms, meaning that certain seller metrics have a greater weight in 
some categories relative to others. The reasoning behind why Amazon
does this is to account for what consumers care more about within each 
category. 

For example, items that consumers are perceived to want immediately, 
such as time-sensitive holiday cards, may have sellers with faster
shipping times being awarded the Buy Box more frequently. On the other 
hand, the Buy Box algorithm may place a heavier weight on seller rating 
when it comes to high-ticket items, since consumers are perceived to be 
more driven by a seller’s trust factor than how fast they receive an order.   

So, consider creating strategies for different groups of listings based on 
their categories to account for the seller metrics Amazon’s Buy Box
algorithms are likely to be placing heavier weight on.



Determining min prices
with your Amazon repricer

Every Amazon seller should aim to profit on each sale. Unfortunately,
sellers all too often forget to account for profitability in their pricing,
or at least to account for enough profit. 

Between the costs of sourcing and shipping, plus Amazon’s fees for
inventory storage, weight handling, fulfillment (if you use FBA), and for each 
product category, sellers have a huge chunk of revenue cut out right from 
the start. 

That’s why it’s vital to correctly calculate the min prices you can profitably 
sell each product for. 

Each min acts as a protective price floor

that represents the lowest price at which

any respective item will ever be listed. 

Because each ASIN will likely have different costs associated with it, each 
ASIN’s min price may also be different. That makes the process of deter-
mining your min prices for each listing the most intensive aspect of setting 
up your automated repricer. But it’s well worth the time, as it ensures that 
you’ll never sell an item for a loss, which leads to one of the worst feelings 
a seller can ever experience (unless, of course, it’s a calculated move).
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The process of finding your min prices is the same (and fairly simple) for 
each ASIN. All you need is the:

• Cost of your products

• Fees charged by Amazon (FBA, category, inventory, etc.)

• Cost of shipping

• Estimated cost of returns

• Fees for any merchant fulfilled items (inventory, customer service, etc.)

Once you have these three numbers calculated for each item you list, which 
you probably have in a spreadsheet or in a piece of software you use for 
managing your profitability, you’ll have your breakeven price. That’s the 
price at which you’d make back all your costs when selling each of your
respective items (i.e. no profit or loss).

From your breakeven price, you can determine your min price by adding in 
the minimum amount of profit you’d need to get from a sale in order to be 
happy. This amount will be different for each seller, but according to a
recent survey conducted by Web Retailer, the majority of Amazon sellers 
add a profit markup of between 10 and 50 percent. 

Here’s the breakdown of what Web Retailer discovered from the 1,500+ 
Amazon sellers surveyed:

• 16 percent have an average profit markup of 10 percent or less

• 29 percent have an average profit markup of 10 to 25 percent

• 32 percent have an average profit markup of 25 to 50 percent 

• 14 percent have an average profit markup of 50 to 100 percent 

• 5 percent have an average profit markup of 100 to 200 percent

• 4 percent have an average profit markup of 200 percent or higher



Of course, these numbers are averages, and these sellers adjust their 
prices as necessary within the ranges they’ve determined to be best for 
their business.

Only you can decide what minimum profit

you’re comfortable earning for each sale. 

Every seller has a different cost structure comprised of what they pay their 
suppliers, service-providers, and employees, so every seller will have 
different flexibility in how aggressive they can lower prices. 

Knowing all this, consider your margins carefully and don’t be afraid to  
adjust your prices over time as you learn more about the competitive 
landscapes of your listings and the buying habits of customers relative to 
the products you sell.
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With Informed, we make the process of calculating the min prices of all 
your listings incredibly easy with our profit-based min price feature. 

The way we do it is letting you link your costs to our software by uploading 
a spreadsheet as a hosted file via FTP or by linking other cost-tracking
software to our platform through our open API. 

Using this feature ensures that you always earn at least

your minimum desired profit on any sale you make,

and you won’t have to manually compute min prices

for every listing you reprice.

If you keep your costs in Excel, you can upload a hosted CSV file of your 
spreadsheet to your Informed account and have the numbers within it
continually update to reflect any changes you made. And if you use Google 
Sheets, you can click “File,” then click “Download as” and select CSV as 
your file type, and then upload it to Informed.

The best part is that you only have to link this information once, since any 
updates you make to the numbers on the linked spreadsheet will be 
constantly and automatically updated by our software.

Then, you can have your min prices automatically set by our software 
based on the minimum profit you want to make per sale. 

Automatically calculating your min prices 
based on your desired profit per sale

https://blog.informed.co/profit-based-min-max-prices


And that goes for any strategy you create: You’ll be able to decide on the 

minimum profit per sale you want to make, and for any listings assigned to that 

strategy, their min prices will be automatically set by our software based on the 

costs of each product that you linked in your hosted file, along with any 

associated Amazon marketplace fees and shipping costs (that are accurately 

pulled in by Informed via Amazon’s APIs). 

FOR EXAMPLE, YOU MAY CREATE A STRATEGY WHERE YOU SET YOUR MINIMUM 

PROFIT PER SALE TO BE $5 AFTER ACCOUNTING FOR ALL YOUR COSTS AND FEES, 

ANOTHER STRATEGY WHERE YOU SET YOUR MINIMUM PROFIT PER SALE TO BE $10, 

AND A THIRD STRATEGY WHERE YOUR MINIMUM PROFIT PER SALE IS $15. 

Again, how much minimum profit you set your strategies up to earn is up to you, 

so make sure you understand your cost structure in and out when setting up 

strategies using profit-based min prices.

Strategies

Low min profit

Inexpensive to source
Commonly found items

Lots of competition
Lots of inventory

Very expensive to source
Rare or hard-to-find collectibles

Few competitors
Low inventory

Moderately expensive to source
Commonly found items

Medium amount of competition
Lots of inventory

$5 $10 $15

Medium min profit High min profit
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Deciding on max prices
with your Amazon repricer

Max prices, a.k.a. the price ceilings or upper limit at which you’ll price each of 

your products, are not required to start repricing. But that doesn’t mean they’re 

unimportant. 

Unlike your min prices, which are absolutely necessary to protect you from 
selling at a loss, your max prices serve two different purposes:

• To avoid overpricing your products relative to the market

• To help you maximize profits in different selling situations

There’s no set formula for

determining an optimal max price

for a given product, so sellers

frequently experiment with a

combination of the following factors:

High demand
Low difficulty

seasonable products

outdated obsolete

fads/trends

highly specialized items

Low demand
Low difficulty

High demand
High difficulty

Low demand
High difficulty

Max Price = $$$

Max Price = $

Max Price = $$$$$

Max Price = $$



Demand

Demand of a product has to do with its level of popularity at a given time. 

If a movie is trending, then memorabilia associated with it will likely

command higher prices, as more people will want to buy it. Hard-to-find 

items also command higher prices, as they’re typically in high demand by 

collectors and people who appreciate their nuance and how rare they are. 

Seasonality

Clothing and toys are also subject to changes in demand, in part based on 

seasonality, as is the case with coats, scarves, and sleds being popular 

in the winter, and tank tops, shorts, and pail-and-shovel sets (for kids to 

build sandcastles) being hot sellers in the summer. 

Trends in these categories also change annually at the very least, so it’s 

vital for sellers who focus on these categories to research how in-demand 

their specific products are when considering the max prices they set.

On the flip side, if you sell commodities or have numerous competitors, 

you won’t benefit as much from setting a higher-than-market max price. 

Competitor inventory

You can also set it up to have your prices reset to their max when

competitors run out of inventory. So, when you become the only seller

left with inventory of a popular item, you can reap higher profit margins

on each sale because consumers won’t be able to find a better deal than

your max price. 
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Replenishment difficulty

The same line of thinking applies when considering how easily replen-

ishable an item is. If you can easily replenish something and maintain a 

steady supply, it might make sense to have a lower max price in play to 

keep sales flowing constantly while you’re able to continually source it.

On the other hand, items that are not easily replenishable should have 

higher max prices so you can reap the most profit possible on a sale.

Consider a high-ticket camera that’s out of production but still in-demand 

by discerning photographers. You only have two in stock and little

possibility of sourcing more, and you’ve seen other sellers listing these 

rare cameras sell for several thousand dollars each.

For products like this, you’d want to set higher max prices and hold out for 

a more profitable sale. The main risk of doing so would be having to hold 

them in inventory longer and potentially incurring long-term storage fees, 

but you can always lower your price before the inventory storage fee

cutoff dates in an attempt to sell the item before you get hit with any fees.

We’ve heard from some experienced sellers

who set max prices between 2x and 5x their product costs,

depending on demand, the season, competitor inventory levels,

and ease of replenishment.

An intelligent repricer like Informed has the ability to strategically price 
your listings upward with the help of max prices. There’s a setting that lets 
a listing’s price reset to its max price when it hits its min price. That way, 
listings don’t hover at their lowest price point and you have more chances 
of making sales at higher margins.



What happens when you
don’t set a max price?

If you don’t set a max price, you may be able to reprice upward, but it won’t 
be nearly as strategic. Instead, your price will be driven up by the market 
as your competitors decide to raise their prices, but there won’t be a cap 
on how high it can go. Sometimes, sellers are fine with letting the market 
dictate their prices.

That being said, there are several risks associated with this approach, 
such as:

• Losing out on sales by being priced too high for the market

• Getting penalized by Amazon for pricing a product above MSRP

 

How would the above scenarios happen?

Say you have a competitor that you’re repricing against, and they make 
a major mistake with a decimal place when setting their prices. When an 
outlier like this exists and you don’t have a max price to protect you, your 
listings may adjust to match (or price below or above) that competitor by a 
set amount or percentage that reflects their pricing error. 

In fact, when listings are priced excessively above MSRP, Amazon may 
even step in and remove those listings. That’s because Amazon dubs them 
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as “pricing errors,” and you may suffer consequences beyond having your 
individual listing removed if this ever happens.

Amazon could decide to suppress the Buy Box for a listing where
third-party sellers price excessively above MSRP, meaning that no
Buy Box will appear for that particular listing. 

 
 
Instead, the product detail page will have a box in the upper-right corner 
with a button that reads “See All Buying Options” instead of an “Add to 
Cart” button. 

There’s also the infamous scenario that occurred when two competing
sellers were using a price-above strategy against each other for a book 
by Peter Lawrence called The Making of a Fly — and neither seller had 
max prices set. 

What ended up happening is pretty absurd: the price of the book  
escalated up into the millions. At one point, one of the listings for a single 
copy of Lawrence’s book was priced at a ludicrous $23.7 million. 

NATURE’S MIRACE PRODUCTS

2 customer reviews

New (2) from $90.06 & FREE shipping.

Advance Stain & Odor Remover - 1.5 Gal

Available from these sellers.
• Advance Stain & Odor Rmvr - Pwr Sprayer 1.5 Gal
• Dog Waste Removal Product
• Nature’s Miracle Products

See All Buying Options

Add to list

https://www.wired.com/2011/04/amazon-flies-24-million/


Of course, no copies were sold at these outrageous prices, and if these 
sellers had max prices put in place, this never would have happened.

Disadvantages to using max prices

The only potential drawback to using a max price would be on a listing with 
very high elasticity of demand. High elasticity of demand happens when a 
product is both trending (in high demand) and seasonal (like when every 
parent has to get their child the hottest must-have seasonal toy during the 
holidays). 

Items like that have been known to experience remarkable price 
fluctuations, and setting too low a max price could cut into your profitability
potential in instances where the price unexpectedly skyrockets across
the market. 

For that reason, it’s vital to understand the background on your products’ 
prices and calculate max prices based on research. 

Your best bet is to use a high, but reasonable, max price. That way, you 
can take advantage of quick upswings in price without inciting Amazon 
to take action against you or risking that your prices will skyrocket into 
excessively high territory without the majority of your competitors
following suit.

Now, let’s talk about setting repricing strategies and the reasoning behind 
why you might want to use each type in different situations.
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Repricing strategies can be broken down into three basic rules that
determine how your prices react to your competitors’ prices:
 

• Price below 

• Price match 

• Price above 

At their most basic levels, most of your repricing strategies will ultimately 
take one of the above three forms, except for algorithmic strategies which 
are more complex and able to combine multiple pricing rules into a singular 
strategy.

When it comes to pricing below your competitors’ prices or pricing above 
them, you can do so by percentage or by a set amount of currency. 

And, by using the exclusion settings we mentioned before to narrow down 
the type of competition you reprice against, you can price below, price 
match, or price above a seller in a specific position, including the current 
Buy Box listing and the lowest-priced listing.

Repricing strategy basics
(with example scenarios)

Price Above

Seller Rating Very High Very Low

Low, hard to replenish High, easy to replenish

Premium Poor

None Many

Already qualified
or not interested

Trying to get accepted

Inventory Level

Product Quality

Seller Fulfilled Prime

Other FBA/Prime Sellers

Price Below



Each of these basic strategies

serves a unique purpose for Amazon sellers.

In fact, since you can create as many different strategies as you want with 
a quality repricer, you may decide to use all three of these strategies on
different listings simultaneously based on the competitive landscape of 
each one. 

You might try to price below sellers who seem to have superior metrics 
than you on some listings; price match sellers on listings where you’re more 
competitive; and price above competition on listings where you have the 
strongest competitive advantage.

You might even use all three strategies on the same listing at different 
times of the year, depending on your goals and changes in the competitive 
landscape.

You may also decide to use more than one of these strategies on the same 
listing at the same time so your prices respond to different types of
competition in different ways.

For example, say you use FBA for one particular listing and you have 
comparable seller metrics relative to the other FBA sellers on the listing. 
In that case, you might set a strategy that would have your prices behave 
differently depending on the fulfillment method of the current Buy Box 
holder. So, you’d set your strategy to match the Buy Box price if an FBA 
seller is in it, but if an MFN seller is in the Buy Box, you’d price above her 
by X-percent instead of matching.
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With another listing, you may decide to use a strategy that prices you below 
the lowest-priced FBA listing by a marginal amount in a more aggressive 
attempt to win the Buy Box. The rationale could be that you’re also an FBA 
seller, but you have a lot of this product in inventory and FBA long-term 
storage fees are coming up. Pricing more aggressively in this way, where 
your strategy automatically reprices you below the lowest-priced FBA 
seller on the listing and not based on the Buy Box holder’s price, will help 
you liquidate your excess inventory and help you avoid paying more in FBA
storage fees. 

Or, if you’re part of Amazon’s Merchant Fulfilled Network (MFN/FBM)
where you pick, pack, and ship your own orders for some or all of your
listings, you could choose to exclude sellers with longer handling days
periods than yours and then price above the lowest priced MFN/FBM listing 
by 1 to 4 percent to maintain healthier margins for when you make sales. 

You might lose out on sales in the short term in this scenario, but when 
your lower-priced competitors eventually sell out and you become the only 
seller left with products in stock, this strategy could prove to be worth
using for long-term profitability, depending on your current cash flow and 
other financial factors.

Let’s delve into more detail about when and why you’d want to use each of 
these strategy settings when using Informed’s pre-configured strategies or 
when creating your own custom strategies.



Pricing below your competitors

You may be an Amazon seller, but, of course, you also find yourself on the 
other side of the buying/selling equation at times. And when you’re a 
shopper, you have to admit: you’re motivated by price just as much as the 
next potential buyer.

In fact, research suggests price is one of the most important variables a 
buyer uses to weigh a purchase decision. 

That’s why Amazon sellers get so excited about the strategy settings that 
are possible with Amazon repricing. Price-below settings allow you to  
automatically underprice certain competitors by X-amount or Y-percentage. 

When you set up a price-below strategy, you can set your repricer 
up to underprice: 

• The lowest-priced seller (FBA only, MFN only, or either fulfillment type)

• Featured Merchants (also known as Buy Box Eligible sellers)

• The current Buy Box owner

• A specific seller

• Amazon itself

 

We’ll discuss why you might employ each of these strategies 

(or why you wouldn’t) in the next few sections.

https://medium.com/stax-insights/consumer-decision-making-criteria-and-the-importance-of-price-1783d5589a8e
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Pricing below the lowest-priced seller

Many sellers make the incorrect assumption that using a strategy of pricing
below the lowest-priced competitor is a surefire path to success. 

After all, the thinking goes, if you can handle slightly lower margins (often
reduced by a mere penny or two here and there), you can sway more  
potential shoppers into paying customers, and the boost in sales volume 
will more than offset the reduction in marginal profits.

The problem with this line of thinking is that other sellers may be doing the 
same thing. 

And if that were the case, then you might underprice the lowest-priced 
seller by X-amount only to have them respond by undercutting your price 
by their own set amount or percentage. This would repeat until you or your 
competitor reach your respective min prices, and then, depending on your 
competition settings, may reset to your max or remain at your min price 
until you sell out or adjust your settings.

This back and forth of underpricing is nicknamed

the “race to the bottom,” and, as the wording implies, 

it’s not an ideal situation for everyday selling.

That’s because it cuts into everyone’s profits by bringing

the average price of a listing down. 



This is especially important to understand because there could always be 
competitors on a listing with a lower cost structure than yours — maybe 
they have a better relationship with the supplier you both use (or they know 
of a different supplier with lower prices), so they have a better deal on 
sourcing the product you’re both selling. Or, maybe they have a lower cost 
of doing business than you, since they’re figured out a formula for  
fulfillment that allows them to price below you.

Any competitor who has a lower cost structure than you can afford to price
below your min price and still remain profitable. Sure, their margins will be
slimmer than usual, but they’ll still steal sales from you until they run out of
inventory. 

So, unless you’re not using FBA for fulfillment and you have poor Amazon 
seller performance metrics, underpricing the lowest-priced seller — even 
by pennies — is not your best strategy for long-term success.

Unfortunately, some sellers don’t understand the best times to price below 
the lowest-priced competitor. If you have other strong Amazon metrics, like 
fast shipping and handling times, high seller rating, low order defect rating, 
and other positive seller attributes associated with your account, you don’t 
have to  sacrifice margins by regularly underpricing your lowest-priced 
competitors. 

That said, pricing below your lowest-priced competitor

can be a smart strategy in these specific situations:
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• You’re very desperate for cash (we hope that’s never the case!)

• You need to free up inventory space (for new products or to avoid fees)

• Your seller metrics aren’t doing so hot

• You’ve determined that a lower price increases sales enough to  

increase profitability

• You need to meet a specific sales requirement by Amazon, such as 

fulfilling 50 orders with Prime 2-Day Shipping in order to qualify for 

Seller Fulfilled Prime

 

Having the power to use a price-below strategy

that automatically reprices you below your lowest-priced

competitor is vital when you’re desperate to liquidate

inventory and drive sales. 

 

Depending on how strapped for cash you are (or how much invento-
ry you want to liquidate to avoid harsh Amazon FBA long-term storage 
fees), you can make your price-below settings more aggressive to entice 
more potential buyers to purchase at you4r ground floor prices.

You never know when fast cash-generation will become a priority, so
having a repricer with customizable price-below settings is a great tool
to make those dire times easier to deal with. 



Amazon has been known to increase

its FBA inventory storage and weight handling fees

at inopportune times, which may also play into your potential

need to liquidate inventory quickly and unexpectedly. 

Also, if you’re frustrated by slow-moving products sitting in FBA inventory, 
you may decide that using a price-below strategy to move those items is 
your best bet in order to free up space for new FBA products. This can also 
help you avoid Amazon storage and handling fees and inject your business 
with cash in the short term

With an influx of money and inventory space,

you have the opportunity to purchase better products

that you can sell at higher margins — even when you factor in FBA fees.

If your projections show that your net profit will increase when you
aggressively price below the lowest-priced seller (because the forecasted 
boost in sales will more than make up for the decrease in marginal profit), 
then you should definitely try using this strategy and monitor its effective-
ness. If your theory pans out, continue using the strategy until you notice 
the competitive landscape changes. 

“
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Could it be worth it to
qualify for Seller Fulfilled 
Prime faster by sacrificing 
short-term profits to meet 
your minimum sales
requirement faster? 

That’s a chance that some sellers are willing to take, especially those flush 
with capital. 

If you’re bootstrapping your Amazon business or you can’t weather a storm 
of unprofitable sales, then we don’t encourage you to risk using this strat-
egy. But, if you’ve made sales projections based on the positive effects of 
attaining Seller Fulfilled Prime status and you believe that getting it quicker 
will ultimately help you boost your profitability in the long-run, then this is a 
strategy worth considering to expedite qualifying for the program.

Before SFP After SFP

500 units/month
Lose $1/sale

-$5,000/month

7500 units/month
Make $2/sale

$15,000/month
-$5,000 debt

$10,000 profit



Pricing below the current
Buy Box owner’s price

Pricing below the current Buy Box owner is a strategy that works well for 
both FBA sellers and Buy Box-eligible FBM/MFN sellers when it comes to 
winning the Buy Box. 

Since we know that Buy Box ownership rotates, it’s smart to price below 
the current Buy Box owner’s price if your non-price seller metrics are  
similar but slightly inferior to those of the sellers who regularly win the  
Buy Box on that listing. 

Once you win the Buy Box with this strategy, you’ll drive more sales of that 
product by having the best possible visibility on the product listing page. 
And, by fulfilling more orders, you’ll increase your potential of getting
positive reviews and feedback to boost your overall standing on all of
your listings.

Research suggests that setting your price to be within 3 to 7 percent of the 
current Buy Box owner is good enough to win your own share of the Buy 
Box rotation, as long as you have similar seller metrics. That means you can 
set your repricer to price above the current Buy Box winner by up to 7  
percent and be confident that you’ll still win a share of the rotation if your
seller metrics are highly competitive. 

In fact, we’ve seen sellers win the Buy Box when they were priced more 
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than 30% higher than the next highest competitor due to a combination of 
factors, such as having a shorter shipping time or higher seller rating. This 
likely has to do with Amazon’s category-specific Buy Box algorithms, where 
factors like shipping time and seller rating are given extra weight depend-
ing on what consumers are believed to care more about. More on this later 
when we discuss pricing-above strategies.

If you want to target the Buy Box aggressively, using a strategy of
underpricing the Buy Box winner by 5 percent or less (or by a small fixed 
amount, like a penny or two) is a smart tactic to boost your share of Buy 
Box ownership. Instead of potentially overestimating the amount by which 
you need to price below the current Buy Box price (and losing out on high-
er-margin sales), start with a low price-below amount/percentage and 
slowly increase it until you win the Buy Box.

Just make sure to factor in all your costs and set a min price that not only 
protects you from selling at a loss, but also locks in a minimum profit that 
you could happily live with.



With Informed, you can target specific competitors to reprice against if 
need be. 

You might want to do this if:

• One particular competitor always seems to be in the Buy Box, or

• You’ve identified a group of sellers that are making it hard to win 

the Buy Box

It’s reassuring to know you have the ability to single out specific sellers 
to compete against (or exclude from competition), but we don’t advise 
you to do this very often. After all, Amazon repricers are essential for 
removing emotions from your pricing decisions. 

Once you allow the actions of specific competitors to irritate you, the 
situation may be getting too personal for your own good. So, tread carefully 
when it comes to using this strategy, but keep it in the back of your mind 
for when it seems like you have no other options, like when you encounter 
an erratic competitor.

Pricing below Amazon

Competing against Amazon is tricky business that some sellers simply 
avoid. In their minds, there’s no reason to rile up the beast.

Pricing below a specific seller
(or sellers)

https://blog.informed.co/repricer-benefits
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Still, some sellers boldly attempt to outsell the owner of the marketplace 
itself. Crazier yet, some even manage to succeed in doing so. 

How do they do it? The answer, in part, has to do with

Amazon repricers. 

 
Smart sellers use repricing strategies to deal with Amazon on certain  
listings that they’ve identified a cost advantage on. Believe it or not, there 
are sellers competing with Amazon who enjoy better prices from manufac-
turers, wholesalers, and distributors on the items they source, and they 
can outmaneuver Amazon on price as a result. 

It’s not often sellers are this fortunate, so don’t expect to set price-below 
strategies against Amazon too often. More likely, you’ll use a price  
matching strategy against Amazon if you’re ever vying for the Buy Box 
against the biggest competitor on the marketplace. 

That’s the next repricing strategy we’re tackling.



Price matching strategy basics

Price matching doesn’t sacrifice margins as much as pricing below 
competitors, and it can get you the same sales-driving Buy Box visibility 
that price-below strategies can afford you. Instead of sparking a back-and-
forth downward price war, price matching slows down the descent of your 
prices (and your competitors’ prices) to your min prices by repricing them 
equal to a specific competitor’s price. 

For example, if you’re using a price matching strategy

and a competitor is using a price-below strategy,

you’ll match them, then they’ll underprice you by X-amount,

you’ll match them again, and then they’ll underprice you

by X-amount again until you both reach your respective min prices. 

On the other hand, if you were both using price-below strategies, then 
you’d underprice them by X-amount, then they’d underprice you by 
Y-amount, and this would repeat until you both reached your respective 
mins. Clearly, in this scenario you’d both descend to your min prices a lot 
faster than if you were using price matching instead of a price-below
strategy. 
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Just as you can when setting up a price-below strategy,

you can also match the price of:

• The lowest-priced seller (FBA, MFN/FBM, or both fulfillment types)

• The current Buy Box price 

• A specific seller, including Amazon itself

Matching the lowest-priced seller

Price matching the lowest-priced seller is like using a less-aggressive 
price-below strategy on the lowest-priced seller. 

If you’re looking to liquidate products to generate cash, avoid storage fees, 
or free up inventory space, but you don’t want to sacrifice margins as much 
as you’d do with a price-below strategy on the lowest-priced seller, you can 
match that listing’s price instead. 

If you got desperate, then you could always switch to a price-below
strategy on the lowest-priced seller to drive sales more aggressively.

Ryan Grant, veteran online seller and creator of the blog Online
Selling Experiment, divulged that he uses a strategy of matching the 
lowest-priced FBA seller about 20% of the time in his seven-figure 
eCommerce business. 

http://www.onlinesellingexperiment.com/the-two-primary-pricing-strategies-i-use-when-selling-on-amazon/
http://www.onlinesellingexperiment.com/the-two-primary-pricing-strategies-i-use-when-selling-on-amazon/


There are a few reasons he price-matches the lowest FBA seller: 

• When he wants to move items that have been sitting in inventory 

for 2 to 3 months

• When he has a consistent, replenishable supply of a product

• When the window to sell is shorter than normal

The first reason applies to products that have been stagnant in inventory 
while using a less-aggressive strategy of pricing above the lowest-priced 
FBA competitor by 1.5%. (We’ll discuss why Grant uses this as his default 
repricing strategy when we detail price-above strategies next.) 

Since Grant wants to keep products moving, the ones that don’t sell when 
using his primary pricing-above strategy get moved to the more aggressive 
strategy of price-matching the lowest-priced FBA competitor to see if it can 
finally drive sales. 

Grant also uses this strategy when he has a consistent, reliable supply of 
a product. After testing his two main strategies on products that are easily 
replenishable, Grant found that he typically made more sales when match-
ing the low FBA price than when pricing above the lowest FBA competitor 
by 1.5%. Still, he advises sellers to test higher-margin strategies before 
applying more aggressive strategies of matching low-priced competitors.

Lastly, Grant will use this aggressive price-matching strategy when the
window to sell is shorter than usual, like when Amazon’s cut-off date for 
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meltable products is approaching or when a holiday is fast approaching. 

If you sell meltable candies or products with expiration dates, you should 
consider price-matching your lowest-priced competitor (based on fulfill-
ment method or not) to entice shoppers to buy before your products get 
sent back to you or disposed of by Amazon. Similarly, if you sell holiday 
cards or products that have higher demand before specific holidays, you 
should price more aggressively as the holidays get closer. 

Matching the current Buy Box price

If you’re listing an item FBA (or have impeccable metrics as an FBM/MFN 
seller), price matching the Buy Box winner could be a solid everyday
strategy for winning, and maintaining, a portion of the Buy Box rotation. 

Remember: Sellers share the Buy Box. 

That means you have the ability to steal time in the Buy Box from the  
current sellers who are sharing it. Matching the Buy Box owner’s price  
ensures that you’ll also be listing at the price Amazon’s Buy Box algorithm 
deems most competitive at any given time. As long as your seller metrics 
are close to or better than the current Buy Box winner, it will only be a  
matter of time before you win the Buy Box yourself. 

Buy Box-eligible MFN sellers with exceptional metrics that are on par with 
FBA standards can also win the Buy Box from FBA sellers, but price
matching the current Buy Box price may not be as effective for them



because of how heavily weighted fulfillment method is in Amazon’s Buy 
Box algorithm.
 
So, MFN sellers may want to set a custom strategy to price below the Buy 
Box price if an FBA seller is in the Buy Box and match the Buy Box price if 
an MFN seller is in the Buy Box. 

Of course, if there are no FBA competitors on a listing and your MFN 
metrics are close to those of the other MFN sellers who win the Buy Box, 
simply price matching the Buy Box is a great option.

Highly-rated MFN sellers should test out price matching the Buy Box even 
if there are FBA competitors on a listing, and if it’s unsuccessful in win-
ning the Buy Box enough for their liking, they can try different price-below 
strategies against the Buy Box price until they start getting the results they 
want. 

MFN sellers have reported successfully winning the Buy Box

from FBA competitors by setting their repricing strategy

to underprice the Buy Box price by between 2 and 5 percent. 

That said, MFN sellers have also been able to win the Buy Box against FBA 
sellers when pricing above them, so you really have to understand the
competitive landscape of each of your listings, have the patience to test 
different strategies, and use common sense to determine which factors are 
more heavily weighted by Amazon’s Buy Box algorithm for the categories 
you sell in.
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Matching a specific seller 

When it comes to getting involved with specific sellers, we typically advise 
our users to avoid it unless absolutely necessary. That’s because, as 
previously mentioned, Amazon repricers are ideal for removing emotion 
from your pricing equation. 

When you start responding to specific sellers’ pricing actions with your 
repricing strategies, you have to pause and ask yourself: “Is this getting too 
personal for my own good?” Don’t let your feelings toward specific compet-
itors allow you to let your pricing strategies be determined by their actions, 
as you risk cutting into your profits out of spite.

That said, there are exceptions to our advice, particularly when it involves 
one specific competitor: Amazon itself.

Matching Amazon on price

If you compete against Amazon itself on its own marketplace, then you can 
confidently claim you’re bolder than the average seller. 

Because of its massive size, Amazon typically commands incredible cost 
advantages over third-party sellers. That means Amazon can afford to price 
considerably lower than most competitors, putting you at a major
disadvantage when it comes to competing against the behemoth. 

Attempt to use a price-below strategy against Amazon and they’ll likely 



undercut you right back. So, poke the beast at your own risk. 

Business Insider reported in 2014 that Amazon was estimated to make 
2.5 million price changes daily on its millions of product listings. And on 
top of that, Amazon was caught changing the price of one particular
listing eight times in a single day, so you’d better believe Amazon’s
pricing algorithms will pick up on it if you try pricing below its listings. 

But, what if your costs are in line with Amazon’s for a particular listing,
and you can still profit comfortably at the price Amazon is listing?

That’s when a strategy of price matching Amazon can be effective—
at least as an initial test. 

If you’re confident in your seller metrics and want the Buy Box badly for a 
listing that Amazon is competing on, test out whether price matching
Amazon wins you a share of the Buy Box. If so, you’ll know that you don’t 
have to undercut them — and cut into your margins — to gain Buy Box
exposure. 

If you don’t win the Buy Box by price matching Amazon, you can try a 
price-below strategy against Amazon in an attempt to steal a share of the 
Buy Box. And, it still may not work. 

If that’s the case, you’ll have to reevaluate whether competing against the 
biggest seller on the marketplace is worth it for that particular listing.
Consider finding new products to list that Amazon doesn’t sell so you can 
compete more effectively. 

http://www.businessinsider.com/amazon-price-tracking-2014-8
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Or, wait until Amazon sells out of the product you’re competing on and then 
make your move by matching or pricing below the Buy Box price. After all, 
when Amazon is out of stock, the playing field gets easier to navigate. 

As mentioned earlier, you don’t even have to compete against Amazon on 
price if it seems like a bad idea. Just select the setting to exclude Amazon 
from competition and set your sights on competitors who are easier to take 
sales (and the Buy Box) from. You may not believe it, but Amazon doesn’t 
always win the Buy Box on listings it competes on directly.

The major takeaway is that competing against Amazon directly is always 
a dangerous game. Avoid it if possible, and tread lightly when you do find 
yourself in that position. 

Sometimes, it’s not in your best interest to underprice or match your
competitors’ prices. That’s when the strategy of pricing above competition 
comes in handy. 

We’ve said it already, but to hammer it home, we’ve heard from sellers with 
high metrics and ratings that they’ve been able to regularly win the Buy Box 
by pricing within 3 to 7 percent of the current Buy Box price. We’ve even 

Pricing above competitors



seen outlier situations where sellers win the Buy Box while priced upwards 
of 30% higher than competitors.

So, you definitely don’t have to sacrifice margins

to win a share of the Buy Box if Amazon and its consumers

consider you a stellar seller.

The fact that Amazon’s Buy Box algorithm has so many variables, with 
landed price (price + shipping) being just one of them, means that it’s
typically not necessary to list at the lowest price to win the Buy Box.

So, if your goal is to be as profitable as possible on every sale and you 
have exceptional seller metrics and use FBA, you might want to consider 
setting repricing strategies that strategically price you above your com-
petitors. That’s because the best sellers will be able to win the Buy Box 
without offering the lowest price.

Strategically repricing above your
lowest-priced competitors

You might want to price above the lowest-priced seller by a strategic 
amount or percentage if your goal is to drive more sales at better margins 
than you’d get by pricing below or price matching, as we previously 
mentioned seven-figure seller Ryan Grant does. 

https://blog.informed.co/best-fba-software
https://blog.informed.co/best-fba-software
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ON HIS BLOG, GRANT WROTE: 

“My default strategy is really as simple

as pricing 1.5% above the lowest FBA competition.

I use this on the majority of items, and it works well for me,

and sales keep rolling in despite me not being

the lowest price. I price items this way when I initially

list them on Amazon, and set up these rules with my reprice

on the majority of items as well. This often leads to items

selling for quite a bit more than I initially listed them for.”

If your metrics are better than your competition, you can use Grant’s
strategy of pricing 1.5% above the lowest FBA competition as a baseline
to test how often it lands you in the Buy Box. 

After letting it run for a period of time (we advise at least two weeks to get 
a good sense of the effects of a new repricing strategy, but you can test it 
for longer or shorter depending on how you feel) you can adjust the
strategy to a reprice at a higher percentage above the lowest-priced FBA 
competitor and see if your monthly sales and profits improve, and continue 
tweaking the strategy as you see fit.

“

http://www.onlinesellingexperiment.com/the-two-primary-pricing-strategies-i-use-when-selling-on-amazon/


Strategically repricing above
the current Buy Box price

In order to stay in contention for a share of the Buy Box without
sacrificing margins in the process, you could also price above the current 
Buy Box price by a reasonable amount based on your assessment of the 
listing landscape. If your seller metrics are very competitive and you fulfill 
via FBA or Seller Fulfilled Prime, consider pricing between 5% and 10% 
above the current Buy Box price for two weeks to a month as a test.
Based on your results, you can adjust how passive or aggressive you 
choose to reprice in the future.

If you’re an FBA seller on a thin listing with mostly merchant-fulfilled
competition, you may want to price above specific FBM/MFN competitors 
who have similarly high ratings but inferior shipping time and handling days, 
since some buyers would happily pay a premium to get a product in their 
hands faster. You could also simply price above the lowest seller by any 
fulfillment type to keep your strategy effective if FBA sellers sneak into
the listing in question.

The same tactic can work for FBM/MFN sellers with high metrics: You might 
want to price above other FBM/MFN sellers who have Buy Box share with 
inferior metrics. That way, with your superior metrics, you’ll be able to win 
time in the Buy Box at a higher price, allowing you to capitalize on the best 
possible marketplace exposure and higher margins.

If you can afford to be patient and wait for competitors to go out of stock, 
you’ll eventually be one of the only sellers (if not the only seller) left carry-
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ing the product in question. At that point, you can raise your prices as high 
as the market allows, reaping large profits in the process.

Pricing above Amazon

Lastly, you have to search really hard to find a reason to ever price above 
Amazon. But, that doesn’t mean there’s never a reason for pricing above 
the marketplace owner. 

For starters, if you find yourself competing with Amazon and it looks like 
they might sell out, you could set a strategy to price above Amazon so you 
can take advantage of the time between when they run out of stock and 
before they restock. 

You may also be able to win the Buy Box against Amazon on listings priced 
below Amazon’s minimum amount required for customers to get free
shipping from them. That means that on product listings for anything under 
$35, you have the ability to win the Buy Box from Amazon, but only if you’re 
offering a faster shipping time or free shipping without customers having to 
meet a minimum purchase price. 

While you shouldn’t expect to run into these selling scenarios frequently, 
you should look to exploit these situations against Amazon whenever you 
notice that it’s happening on a listing you both compete on.

Always pay close attention to the listing landscape when Amazon is a direct 
competitor and see if other third-party sellers are able to win the Buy Box 



over Amazon. Then, try to figure out why they’re beating Amazon to the Buy 
Box and how you can potentially mimic that strategy to win the Buy Box 
yourself.

It’s important to note again that with Informed’s custom strategies,
you can combine price-below settings, price-above settings, and price 
matching within the same strategy.

FOR EXAMPLE:

On one of your FBA listings,
you might want to price above 
the lowest-priced MFN/FBM 
seller, price below the 
lowest-priced FBA seller
by a certain amount or
percentage, and match Amazon. 

Having these customization capabilities in an automated repricer can
be the ultimate game-changer for your bottom-line growth. Now, let’s move 
on to the intricate details of Informed’s algorithmic repricing strategies.

Combining different repricing rules
into one strategy

Choose how to reprice against your competition (Including Merchant Fulfilled)

Price above  $/€/£…  0.01

Compete differently against FBA

Enabled Disabled

Price below  $/€/£…  0.01

When there is no competition

Do not reprice 

When the competition is below your min

Use min price 
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Algorithmic repricing with Informed’s
“Get the Buy Box” strategy
and Sales Velocity Algorithm

If you don’t know what “algorithm” means and you find the word to be
intimidating, don’t stress. According to the dictionary, an algorithm is just
“a process or set of rules to be followed in calculations or other
problem-solving operations, especially by a computer.” 

In the case of Informed’s “Get the Buy Box” (GtBB)

algorithm, our unique set of rules allows you to
compete exclusively with the current Buy Box
offer while ignoring all other sellers. 

It was developed by our team of veteran Amazon
sellers and expert software engineers to aggressively 
price you into the Buy Box 24/7 with the click of 
button so you don’t have to spend valuable time
devising your own strategy to do so.

Informed also created a Sales Velocity Algorithm to help with private 
label repricing, white label repricing, and repricing when there’s no 
competition on a listing, such as Amazon bundles.

Let’s discuss these two algorithmic repricing strategies in detail.

Get the Buy Box

Compete 
exclusively with the 
Buy Box offer while 
ignoring all other 

sellers.





How the “Get the Buy Box”
algorithmic repricing strategy works

Informed’s Get the Buy Box algorithm works by comparing your price
and seller metrics against the listing currently in the Buy Box and then
determines an initial price that it anticipates will land your listing in the
Buy Box.

If the initial price change does not result in your offer winning the Buy Box, 
your price will be lowered incrementally until your offer wins the Buy Box
or hits your min price. You can set it up to reprice to your max price after 
hitting your min, and then the algorithm will continue to repeat the process.

The algorithmic repricing strategy will work to get you

into the Buy Box as often and for as long as possible

by repricing you within your min and max prices.

search your listings

Create Strategy

Get The Buy Box Settings

When there is no competition

Do not reprice

Use min price

Use max price



When the competition is below your min price

Use min price 

When the competition matches
your min price

Use min price 

Price out of stock listings to max price

Enabled Disabled

 Back Next 
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Once the algorithm prices your offer into the Buy Box, it will continue to 
track the other offers on the listing. If the previous Buy Box owner sells 
out or raises her price, your offer price will be raised against the next Buy 
Box-eligible offer on the listing.

Your offer price will never be lowered while still in the Buy Box when
using the Get the Buy Box algorithm. And, your price will be raised while
in the Buy Box whenever we detect that the offer landscape has changed
in a way that will allow you to hold on to the Buy Box at a higher price. 

The last important note on GtBB is that the algorithm will freeze your
price when it determines your product is in transit (by detecting its
“backordered” status). 

So, if you want to have your listings optimized to land in the Buy Box
for the maximum amount of time possible without having to create
and test various custom strategies, the Get the Buy Box algorithmic
repricing strategy is for you.

How Informed’s Sales Velocity Algorithm
powers private label repricing

While Get the Buy Box is perfect for sellers facing lots of competition
on a listing, we also needed to build an algorithmic repricing strategy for 
sellers facing no competition on listings, such as the many private label 
sellers, white label sellers, and merchants who rely on creating unique 
Amazon bundles in their products lines.



That’s why we built our sales velocity algorithm:
It allows sellers to see their 30-day sales velocity (the number of unit sold 
within the past 30 days) and then set an algorithmic repricing strategy that 
targets a higher, lower, or the same sales velocity over the next 30-day
period.

That means your prices are no longer changing based on what your
competition is doing — after all, they can’t do so when there aren’t any 
competitors. Instead, they’re using your own historical sales data to
deduce the best price to hit your target sales velocity. As our repricer
gathers more data about your sales, it will use machine learning to
become smarter and be able to hit your targets with more accuracy.

In addition to using our sales velocity algorithm to drive sales

of private label, white label, and bundled products with no

(or very limited)  competition, you can also use this strategy

to manage your inventory before deadlines and inventory fee dates,

and to test what the market is willing to pay for

a brand new product you list that has no existing competition.

In the next chapter, we’ll detail some of the finer points of repricing on Amazon.
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Nuances of
Amazon repricing

This chapter will examine a few specific elements of Amazon repricing, 

including the effect of Amazon’s dominance in certain product categories, 

the seasonality of selling on Amazon, and how a high-quality repricer

handles security to safeguard its users. 

We’ll also discuss common repricing mistakes you should avoid, like 

taking a “set it and forget it” approach to repricing. But first, let’s start 

with one of our favorite tactics for getting into the Buy Box: Strategic 

Amazon product bundling.

CHAPTER 4

Frequently bought together

Total price: $267.10

i   These items are shipped and sold by different sellers. Show details

This item: Crosley C6 Belt-Drive Turntable with Built-In Preamp and Adjustable Tone Arm, Walnut   $158.12
AmazonBasics 2-Male RCA Audio Cable - 4 Feet   $8.99
Edifier R1280T Powered Bookshelf Speakers - 2.0 Active Near Field Monitors - Studio Monitor Speaker…    $99.99







+ + Add all three to Cart

Add all three to List

https://blog.informed.co/amazon-repricing-mistakes


Using strategic Amazon
product bundling to win the Buy Box

Amazon product bundling is an excellent method for winning the Buy Box 
when used correctly. The strategy entails creating a new listing and unique 
ASIN for a group of complementary products that are sold together as one 
“bundle.”

Note that Amazon makes a clear distinction between “bundles” and
“multipacks.”

Multipacks 

These are groups of the same or virtually the same items sold together, 
such as a multipack of five identical white v-neck t-shirts or ten pairs of
ankle-length socks with slightly differing patterns.

Bundles 

These are combinations of totally different products that naturally belong 
together and form a synergy when packaged together as one grouped 
product, like a guitar, a guitar strap, guitar polish, and a guitar case.

Bundles present Amazon sellers with a great opportunity: create a unique, 
attractive bundle, and you’ll be the only seller offering it. 
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And when you’re the only seller offering a particular product — bundles in-
cluded — and you have Buy Box Eligible Status, you know what that means: 

You automatically win the Buy Box.

Of course, sellers can have their bundles copied by competitors once 
they’re created, but until that happens, you’ll be able to hold down the Buy 
Box for that unique listing.

Also note that once you create a bundle, it cannot be modified. You’ll have 
to create a new listing and ASIN if you want to make modifications to any 
existing product bundle.

On top of helping you win the Buy Box, bundles also serve other 

purposes, such as:

• Aiding you in moving slow-selling products

• Giving average items the perception of having higher value

• Helping you take sales away from competitors who are listing 

the items in your bundles individually

For example, let’s say you sell a popular guitar and a guitar case that’s not 
getting nearly as many sales. In that situation, you could create a bundle 
with the guitar and the case, and then add in a bottle of guitar polish, 
a polishing cloth, a handful of guitar picks, and a strap to add even more 
value to the package. 

Many people would consider buying all of the above items individually if 
they were considering a new guitar purchase. Bundling all of these items 



together into one product listing makes the guitar package seem like a 
much better deal to the average consumer, so you could even attach a 
premium price to the bundle that allows for more profit to be earned than 
when you sell the guitar individually. 

It also helps rid your inventory of the poor-performing products within the 
bundle — after all, those might never sell via their individual listings. 
Including some of your lemons in bundles with bestsellers will help the 
movement of both items from your inventory and boost your bottom line.
 

Finally, you can outmaneuver your competitors 

by using strategic product bundling.

 

Veteran Amazon seller Skip McGrath recounted a story about how he used 
bundling to sell salt and pepper grinders better than he’d ever done. 
Competitors were underpricing his individual listings, so he decided to 
put the salt and pepper grinders together with jars of fancy salt and 
peppercorns and create a new bundled product listing. 

Soon enough, McGrath was selling out these bundles and leaving his 
competitors (who were slow to copy his strategy) in the salty dust.

Having the option to create strategic product bundles like McGrath is one 
more advanced Amazon strategy that can help you drive more sales, earn 
more profits, and stay steps ahead of your competition.
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Common repricing mistakes
to avoid

We’ve already discussed some of the main repricing mistakes you should 
avoid, such as:

• Using manual repricing instead of automated repricing

• Not setting max prices

• Assuming price alone will win you the Buy Box

Now, let’s rehash. Manual repricing is slow, tedious, time-consuming, and 
incredibly costly when it comes to hiring people to do it or in the time it 
takes to do it yourself.

Not setting max prices could leave your listings vulnerable to being 
repriced way above MSRP due to competitors’ pricing miscalculations.
Worse yet, it could lead Amazon to deem your listing a “pricing error,”
causing it to be removed.

And, by now you understand that Amazon’s Buy Box algorithm considers 
more than a dozen variables to determine the Buy Box winner for any given 
listing at any given time. 

Now that we’ve covered those common repricing mistakes, it’s time to
address the ol’ elephant in the room: The myth of Amazon repricers
being a “set it and forget it” tool.



Why “set it and forget it” is not
a smart repricing strategy

Sure, Amazon repricers are a massive time-saver — they take away the 
tedious tasks of constantly monitoring your competitors and manually 
repricing through Amazon Seller Central. 

They also help you make more money and free up your schedule so you 
can focus on adding other high-ROI elements to your business (and maybe 
even take a vacation). 

And, of course, they handle the grunt work of making continuous price 
changes every day and helping you win the Buy Box as often as possible.

But that doesn’t mean you should completely ignore your repricer 

after setting your repricing strategies. Consider that:

• Cost of goods sold, fulfillment channel commissions, overhead,

• and labor change often

• Trends, seasonality, and holidays all affect demand, which changes

• optimal price points

• Data may show your initial assumptions are wrong

The key to mastering the art and science of Amazon repricing

is to set your strategies up thoughtfully and carefully,

and then review and analyze the results regularly. 

https://blog.informed.co/how-to-win-the-buy-box-on-amazon
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Repricing review sessions should be conducted at regular recurring
intervals depending on the level of control you desire. Some sellers might 
check their repricer weekly, others bi-weekly or monthly.

The beauty of Informed is that you can generate a vast array of reports
that make it simple to analyze and assess the results of your repricing 
strategies. These reports let you hone in on what strategies are effectively 
working and what strategies might benefit from some adjustments. 

Here are the reports you can run with Informed: 

• Listings that have the Buy Box

• Listings that don’t have the Buy Box

• Listings at min price

• Listings at max price

• Listings without a min price 

(these won’t be repriced until you add min prices)

• Listings that are being underpriced

• Competitor summary

• Out-of-stock items

• Competition below your min price

• Listings that are Buy Box Eligible

The amount of time you should spend reviewing the results of your
repricing strategies depends on what makes you most comfortable.
Some sellers like being more hands-on than others, and they may find 
themselves checking in on their repricer more often and spending more 



time analyzing reports. Others may prefer doing a check-up on the listings 
they’re repricing once every 2-4 weeks.

Strategies that are helping you make more sales at healthy margins can 
continue running as they are, and strategies that you think could be better 
should be analyzed and optimized based on the insights you glean from
the data in your reports. 

The best part about these reports is that the more you use your repricer, 
the more data will be available for you to base future strategies upon.

You might be tempted to sell in Amazon’s Books, Music, Video, and DVD 
(BMVD) categories because these products are inexpensive to acquire and 
they can be marked up to give you big margins.

But Amazon makes it tougher for sellers to compete in the BMVD 
categories due to a specific set of policies. 

For starters, Amazon requires that every product in these categories have 
its own product detail page. That may not sound like a major deal, but it 
implies one major restriction: 

Repricing in Amazon’s
BMVD categories

https://blog.informed.co/repricing-amazons-bmvd-category
https://blog.informed.co/repricing-amazons-bmvd-category
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You can’t easily take advantage of Amazon product bundling in BMVD 
categories, because you may not list bundled products where the primary 
product in the bundle is a video game or BMVD product.

According to Amazon, “BMVD-only product bundles must be defined by 
the publisher or manufacturer and have a single ISBN, UPC, or EAN that 
is different from the product identifier for any unique item in the bundle.” 
That means that only publishers or manufacturers can create  
BMVD-only bundles, and sellers cannot use their creativity to create 
these kinds of bundles themselves.

You may include BMVD items as secondary products in a bundle, but only if 
they are related and complementary to the primary product in the bundle. 
For example, you can list a bundle composed of a yoga mat as the primary 
product, along with a yoga DVD and a yoga book.

Take note that a bundle may only be listed in a single category, 

even if the products comprising the bundle are from multiple cat-

egories. If a bundle includes products from multiple categories:

• List it in the category of the highest-priced item in the bundle

• If the highest priced item is BMVD or a video game, list it in 

the category of the second-highest-priced item in the bundle

Also, remember that no spoilers are allowed on product detail pages, so 
never give away the crazy twist or unexpected ending of any book or movie 
you’re selling. There are also special rules for returning both new and used 
BMVD products, respectively. 



New BMVD product return policy

New BMVD products in their original condition can be returned if post-
marked within 30 days of the delivery of the original shipment to the buyer.

Used BMVD product return policy

Defects, damage, and/or material difference should be reported to the 
seller by the buyer within 14 days of receipt, and the returned merchandise 
must be postmarked within 30 days of the delivery of the original shipment 
to the buyer. 

Keep a close eye on Amazon’s prices in these categories, as it tends to 
dominate them. If your min prices are far above Amazon’s selling prices 
for a majority of items, you may want to shift your focus to other categories 
where Amazon isn’t the top dog and you can gain more market share,
make more sales, and be more profitable overall.
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Seasonality and Amazon
repricing strategies

It’s important to understand how the demand for certain products changes 
based on the time of year. For example, if you sell pool toys, you can expect 
demand to increase as the weather gets hotter. If you sell snow shovels, 
then the opposite applies. 

Smart sellers build their inventory in such a way that they’re immune to 
seasonal trends affecting their bottom lines. They stock up on the right 
products at the right times so they have hot-sellers for the summer and 
popular trending products for the winter holidays. They also do their best 
to ensure that their inventories are stocked with products that sell year-
round to hedge against any unforeseen events that could negatively 
impact their sales otherwise.

The most crucial aspect of strategic sourcing is planning far in advance.

Savvy Amazon sellers start preparing for the Q4 rush at the beginning of 
summer. That’s no exaggeration.

These sellers are busy doing product research in June and July so they can 
start sourcing toys, games, and electronics in Q3 that look like they’ll be 
popular during the Q4 holidays. They also take care of meeting any require-
ments established by Amazon that could potentially affect their ability to 
perform as well as forecasted, such as ensuring eligibility to sell in the Toys 

https://blog.informed.co/summer-ecommerce-selling-strategy


& Games category during the Q4 holiday rush. 

They’ll also hedge their bets by sourcing products in other categories, 
like Groceries and Clothing, to cover more ground and appeal to more 
demographics during the busiest shopping season of the year. 

Once Q4 hits, those same savvy sellers strategically outsource things 
like cooking and house cleaning to service providers so they can focus 
on managing their Amazon stores without getting distracted by domestic 
tasks. They also rely on automation software to manage the more tedious, 
time-consuming parts of their businesses, such as inventory management, 
fulfillment, and, of course, repricing. 

If they have any extra time in Q4, they’ll use it to get a jump

on sourcing products for the next big potential sales days in Q1, 

such as:

• Chinese New Year

• Valentine’s Day

• St. Patrick’s Day

If you source from China, it’s absolutely vital to get shipments in before the 
major holiday shutdown that affects many Chinese suppliers from mid- 
January to early March due to Chinese New Year and the Spring Festival. 
Sellers who don’t anticipate that their Chinese suppliers are going to close 
up shop for nearly two months will get cut off from key products if they 
don’t get their orders in by mid-December, which will hurt their sales in a 
quarter that is already relatively slower.
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When it comes to setting your repricing strategies to take advantage of 
seasonality, make sure you have a solid understanding of the demand that 
customers have for your products, as well as the prices the market is 
dictating for them.

You may want to raise your max prices on very popular listings during the 
holidays. You may even want to remove some max prices to let the market 
dictate how high you price, but only if you have faith that your competitors 
won’t make a mistake and price themselves way above MSRP, since that 
could drag your price into that territory and potentially cause you trouble 
with Amazon.

Because shoppers are so price-sensitive and especially prone to making 
impulse purchases during the holiday season, using an Amazon repricer 
to manage your price changes can make a massive difference in your Q4 
sales and profits. 

As always, just make sure to set min prices that 

accurately factor in all of your costs and build in 

a nice cushion of minimum profit.

https://blog.informed.co/amazon-q4-prep
https://blog.informed.co/amazon-q4-prep


Amazon repricing security
and safeguards

When selecting an Amazon repricing platform, it’s vital to ensure that 
sufficient security and safeguards are in place. At Informed, we put the 
security of our customers at the top of our priorities. That’s why we have 
the most trusted infrastructure, encryption technologies, backup 
systems, and failovers in place. 

Informed has a series of automated alarms that will halt activity within 
your account if it ever detects any abnormal activity. And, our sellers are 
always kept anonymous — we never release our users’ IP addresses to 
any marketplace.

Every bit of our customers’ data is backed up on multiple redundant 
drives daily, and, if ever need be, we can perform a point-in-time restore 
to any minute over the previous two weeks for any user.

All sensitive information that passes through Informed, from your billing 
details to your pricing data, is encrypted using Extended Validation SSL 
— the same security that major banks rely on. That means everything 
from your pricing data to billing information and API keys will be 
protected by the strongest safeguards possible.

And, in the unlikely event that one of our systems experiences a failure, 
we have failovers for all of our systems in separate data centers around 

https://www.informed.co/security
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the world. This ensures that a backup is always ready and waiting to 
seamlessly take over. 

We leverage Amazon’s cloud for our infrastructure (and Amazon’s
cloud hosts our servers), further enhancing the stability of the Informed
platform.

All of these strict measures ensure you that your Amazon repricing
experience is safe, stable, and secure. And that’s exactly what it
should be.



Repricing case studies

These case studies were compiled from our blog and detail stories of 
Amazon sellers who have benefited from our repricer. Each one offers a 
glimpse into how sellers use Informed’s automated repricing platform in 
different ways to achieve desired outcomes. 

Whether you hope to increase sales, boost profits, liquidate stagnant 
inventory, or spend more time having fun with your family and friends, 
these case studies will give you insight into how other Amazon sellers 
have reached similar goals and inspire you to do the same. 

Customer stories, strategies, and case studies

• How to 5X Your Sales Like Ed Kohler, Million-Dollar Amazon Seller

• How Ron Myers Uses Price Automation to Make Massively Monthly Sales

• How Rob Anderson of “Dollar Moves” Doubled His Sales 

(And Found Lifestyle Freedom) with Informed & FBA

• How Grivet Outdoors Used Repricing to Reach 7-Figure Sales

• Chad Rubin’s 5 Ways to Turn Your Amazon Business Into an ATM

https://blog.informed.co/how-to-5x-your-sales-like-this-million-dollar-amazon-seller
https://blog.informed.co/online-seller-success-story
http://blog.informed.co/rob-anderson-dollar-moves-doubled-sales-lifestyle-freedom/
http://blog.informed.co/rob-anderson-dollar-moves-doubled-sales-lifestyle-freedom/
https://blog.informed.co/seller-stories-grivet-outdoors
https://blog.informed.co/chad-rubin
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Amazon Repricing Wrap-Up

Now that you’re up to speed on the different ways to reprice your 
Amazon listings and how automation can streamline your operation, 
you can officially say you’re on the road to becoming an Amazon 
repricing expert.

We hope you’re intrigued by the opportunities that automated repricing 
can afford you as the owner or manager of an Amazon business, or any 
other eCommerce business that can benefit from this kind of price 
automation technology.  

We’re so excited to offer you the chance to experience the power of 
Informed’s intelligent automated repricing software for free. 

Try repricing for free

Just click the button below to sign up for a free 14-day trial of Informed 

and start using our powerful repricing platform to automate your 

Amazon price changes and boost your sales like never before. 

START YOUR FREE TRIAL

https://www.informed.co/features?utm_source=eBook&utm_medium=cta&utm_campaign=resources


About Informed.co

Informed.co, formerly Appeagle, is a price intelligence platform that keeps 
online sellers competitive at all times with continuous automated repricing 
and analytics. Simply stated, we put your prices on strategic autopilot.

Our mission is to empower sellers with actionable insights

to make informed decisions.

With our automated repricing software, Informed enables Amazon sellers 
to outsource a tedious but necessary part of running their businesses in a 
way that generates better results than they could ever achieve with manual 
price changes. 

Our thousands of customers rave about how easy and intuitive our repric-
er is to use (with it’s beautiful, clean interface), and they’re ecstatic about 
the results it gives them — along with the newfound free time it opens up 
in their schedules. And, we couldn’t be more grateful to work every day to 
make their experience better.

In 2017, Informed helped drive:
• $7 billion in sales

• 2.5 billion Buy Box wins

• 10 billion price changes for our users

And we can’t forget to mention that new Informed users experience a 63% 
increase in Buy Box ownership in their first 15 days of using our repricer.
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If you’re intrigued by what Informed can do for you,

sign up for a free 14-day trial today and see how quickly it positively 

impacts your day-to-day operations — and your bottom line.

After you sign up, our Advocacy team will be there to walk you through our 
software and help you get your account optimized. And, your 14 day trial 
won’t officially begin until you enable repricing in your account, giving you 
plenty of time to set everything up and familiarize yourself with our plat-
form before you start using it.

If you have any questions about Informed and how our automated repricing 
software works, please shoot us an email at success@informed.co. 
We read and respond to every email, and we can’t wait to hear from you.


